Dear Children,

Thursday 22nd April

We are sharing your learning challenges with you to do at home. We expect that you will complete maths, reading and writing
work each day just like you would in school. We would like you to complete the work as best you can, remembering that we
expect ‘beautiful work’.
We will send you your learning the evening before so that your parents can plan the day with you. Please upload your work via
Class Dojo by 2pm, so we can see how you’re getting on and provide you with feedback. After this time, we would like you to
complete a further challenge linked to our topic.
If you cannot access the learning online, please get your parents to tell your teacher as soon as possible, so that we can find a
solution.
Thursday

Maths
Starter: Flashback 4

Reading
Guided Reading Task:

Practise your times tables
playing some of the games on
the link below.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ma
ths-games/7-11years/multiplication-and-division

The Romans reading
comprehension. Read
the text and answer the
attached questions.

Adding and subtracting
decimals with the same number
of decimal places.
Work through the teaching slides
and complete the addition and
subtraction problems on the
worksheet attached.

Daily
challenge
Useful websites

DEAR Time: Enjoy a
book of your choice for
a minimum of 20
minutes.

Writing
SPaG: Punctuation for
parenthesis
54321 Spellings for this week:
attached, curiosity, foreign,
muscle, relevant, twelfth
Writing task: Today you need
to finish writing your balanced
argument based on our class
text, Roman Invasion. Follow
the teaching slides for today:
writing your against
paragraph and conclusion
paragraph. Remember to edit
your work when finished.

Science
Properties of Materials 2
Last week, you looked at
words and definitions to
describe the properties of
different materials. This week,
you have the chance to test
materials around your house
for some of these properties.
Follow the instructions on the
teaching slides – you can
decide which materials to test
– and complete the testing
properties activity sheet.

Challenge: Can you create your
own reasoning problem?
Our calendar is based on the Roman one. Like us, they had 365 days in a year, a leap year every four years and twelve
months in a year. Can you find out the Roman names for our English months? For example, January was Januarius.

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=pe+with+joe+wicks
https://cosmickids.com/
http://www.crickweb.co.uk/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/

